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The National Fire Protection Agency (N.F.P.A.) has been collecting data related to fires
in our country over the last 40 years. In 1973, the National Commission on Fire Prevention and Control wrote “America Burning” to evaluate the scope of America’s fire
problem. The impact of this problem prompted what we now are proud to call the
modern american fire service.
Fire prevention programs, public education and enhanced firefighter training programs in this country have saved
countless lives and a reduction of property loss due to fire. However, the problem has not gone away. The data
states that the elderly, people living with disabilities and people living alone present a greater risk of dying in a one
or two family house fire despite an overall drop in fire deaths as a result of a house fire. We also take note that
modern building home construction materials and highly combustible furnishings lead to faster growing fires than
buildings built 40 years ago.
Our focus is to continue to present public education programs for people of all ages, continue to train hard to
combat fire and to enforce the Ohio Fire Code; however, we also will use the data to improve those efforts to reduce the risk for those identified as vulnerable. Programs like our Smoke Detector Blitz, scheduled this fall, will
help identify people at higher risk as well as our partnership with organizations like the Hamilton County Council
on Aging and other local civic groups in Madeira and Indian Hill. For more information on the Smoke Detector
Blitz, check out the back panel of the newsletter.
•

If there is a fire in your home, don’t try to put it out. Leave and CALL 911. Know at least two ways to get out
of your apartment of home.

•

When you’re cooking, don’t wear loose clothes or clothes with long sleeves.

•

Replace appliances that have fraying or damaged electrical cords.

•

Install a smoke detector and replace the battery twice a year.

•

Never smoke in bed or leave candles burning, even for a short time, in an empty room.

•

Make sure heaters are at least 3 feet away from anything that can burn, such as curtains, bedding or furniture. Turn off space heaters when you leave the room.

MIHJFD has received two new apparatus to respond to incidents in Madeira & Indian Hill. The fire district has placed
a Ford F450 CET mini rescue truck (Support 65) and a Ford F550 Horton medic unit (Medic 65) in service. The two
new apparatus respond out of the Madeira station but may be rotated to the Indian Hill Station as needed. Both
units were custom built for MIHJFD to replace older units set for replacement in 2020. Due to delays associated with
COVID-19, the units took much longer to build, mostly due to manufacturing delays for parts. The new units are both
gasoline engines, which is a departure from our normal diesel engines that we’ve used in the past. Both units are
expected to have a front-line life span of about 10 years with the possibility that the bodies can be remounted on
new chassis. The gasoline engines are less expensive to purchase and should decrease maintenance costs, especially because most of our transports are short trips.
The medic unit is the busiest unit as emergency medical calls account for about 80% of our daily run volume. The
medic unit is staffed with at least one paramedic and one E.M.T. When staffing allows, the unit is staffed with two
paramedics. The medic unit carries a variety of life saving medical equipment, some of which are the cutting edge of
technology and diagnostic capability, but we also carry the most basic equipment including bandaids and gauze. Our most frequent run types are for fall injuries and illnesses. Speed is a factor in some of our calls
including cardiac calls, so we carry the LP15 Defibrillator / Monitor. This equipment can not only help the paramedic
diagnose a heart attack, we can also see where on the heart the attack is occurring.

•

Two Personnel - Highly Trained and
Compassionate

•

LP15 Defibrillator / Monitor

•

LUCAS Device - Mechanical
Chest Compression Device

•

Advanced Airway Equipment
•

Intubation Equipment

•

Basic Airway Equipment

•

Automatic Ventilator

•

Suction Equipment

•

Drug Box - Over 30 Life Savings Drugs

•

Pediatric Equipment-Newborn to Teen

•

Immobilization Equipment

•

Ballistic Vests

•

Bleeding, Burn and Trauma Care
Supplies

To learn more about the Madeira & Indian Hill Joint Fire Distric

Support 65 responds to calls with our medic units primarily in Madeira as a chase vehicle. The unit brings our most
important asset, our personnel to assist EMS personnel for medic calls. The unit will also respond to
non-emergency service calls such as wires down, smoke detector installation, inspections and as a general use pick
up truck. The unit is staffed with one or two Firefighter / Paramedics .

•

Cardiac Monitor / Defibrillator

•

Advanced Life support Equipment

•

Two SCBA’s, Flashlight

•

Hoverjack (Bariatric Life Device)

•

Hydrant Maintenance Equipment
and Hydrant Pump

•

Small Hand Tools

•

Little Giant Ladder

The Madeira and Indian Hill Joint Fire District is excited to welcome Zakk Van
Nottingham as a Career Member of our department. Zakk was originally hired at
MIHJFD in 2019 as a part-time Firefighter/EMT. As an EMT, he was enrolled in
school at Cincinnati State to become a Paramedic. He completed his Paramedic
program and testing in December 2020 and as of July 2021, Zakk is a Full-time
Firefighter Paramedic with us.
Zakk got into the fire service as an opportunity to serve others through the
healthcare field and enjoys treating patients and making a positive impact on them
in their time of need. He enjoys connecting with people in the community and
looks for ways to form good relationships with the people that we serve in
Madeira and Indian Hill. He hopes to become a paramedic instructor and teach
others that are pursuing their goal of becoming a paramedic.

ct, please visit us at http://www.mihjfd.org or
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The Joint Fire District has developed a fall program occurring
in October, called Smoke Detector Blitz. We have designed
prevention pamphlets, acquired batteries and smoke detectors for this program’s launch during Fire Prevention Week. The program was designed to have firefighters go door-to-door to ensure that our residents of select neighborhoods in Madeira have at least one smoke detector to alert them in case of a fire. Smoke Detectors are essential to decrease the chance of being injured or killed in a house fire. The program targets areas of
Madeira where income level or other family priorities may prohibit someone from making sure they have a
working smoke detector. We are fortunate not to have a high incidence of injuries and deaths from fires and
we work hard to keep that number low. However, without a working smoke detector, the chances of being
killed in a house fire increase dramatically.
Make sure that your family and your home are safe by ensuring that you have working smoke detectors
throughout your home. We recommend that each sleeping room, common area and hallway have a smoke
detector.

